A little about us:
Early stage startup, working on a BIG problem
Office in West LA, 5 minutes from campus.
Founding team is 3 recent grads from the University of Pennsylvania.

Job Function: Computer Science Software Developer

Description: Work with a small team of seasoned developers at a very early stage tech startup. You'll have the opportunity to have hands-on experience with any and every part of the modern web application software stack. Pair program daily with software veterans. Observe the business environment of a startup and the long and rewarding journey that is turning a software idea into a working business.

This opportunity is for developers who are committed to mastering their craft. Enthusiasm is the only true requirement - we love programming and want students who are just as passionate about it as we are.

Qualifications: You must be proficient in javascript but otherwise no specific knowledge is necessary.

Jason Doh
Jason@autokal.com
309-798-9852